
CINESPA’S SERIES AT 
HOLLYWOOD FOREV-
ER’S CEMETARY BRINGS 
CLASSIC FILMS TO LIFE 
WHILE OFFERING A 
MOVIE GOING EXPERI-
ENCE LIKE NO OTHER.

By Derrick Cardenas

has a close link to the film. Past hosts included Drew 
Barrymore for “Fast Times at Ridgemont High,” Paul 
Reubens for “Pee Wee’s Big Adventure,” Richard Rush 
for “Stuntman” and the real Henry Hill for “Goodfel-
las.” (Hill was the inspiration for the book that the film 
is based on.)

Attendees bring blankets, pillows and picnic din-
ners, many arriving early to angle for a good vantage 
point. A DJ spinning music starts the event, setting the 
tone depending on the host and the choice of film. In 
fact, independent of the Cinespia series, Hollywood 
Forever is utilized as a venue for rock concerts; inti-
mate indoor shows are offered at the Masonic Lodge 
on the cemetery grounds, and outdoor shows (Milo 
Greene, the National, Grizzly Bear and James Blake 
are on tap this summer) are staged on the Fairbanks 
Lawn.

In an age when movies can be accessed almost 
anywhere, and almost immediately, the Cinespia 
series puts a new spin on the cinema experience. 
Whether fans are seeing a film with which they are 
intimately familiar or whether they’re being intro-
duced to a new feature, the environment makes the 
experience memorable.

“I’d never seen ‘The Shining’ in my entire life,” 
attendee Cherri Meiser said, “but when I saw it in the 
graveyard, I knew I would never forget that movie.”

Hollywood Forever Cemetery
6000 Santa Monica Blvd.

http://www.hollywoodforever.com

Cinespia
http://www.cinespia.org

Upcoming screenings
June 8: “Pulp Fiction”

June 15: “Princess Bride”
June 22: “The Man Who Knew Too Much”

June 29: “Badlands”

(note: schedule is only currently announced 
through June)

Hollywood Forever Cemetery is the final resting place 
of some of film’s great luminaries, including Rudoph 
Valentino, Douglas Fairbanks, Cecil B. DeMille, 
Nelson Eddy, Peter Lorre, John Huston, Janet Gaynor, 
Tyrone Power, Clifton Webb and Mel Blanc, not to 
mention gangster Bugsy Siegel and Joey and Dee 
Dee Ramone of the rock band the Ramones.

But Hollywood Forever is also a place where 
vintage film comes to life — thanks to Cinespia, an 
organization that since 2002 has hosted screenings 
of classic movies at the cemetery every Saturday night 
during the summer. The screenings attract a crowd 
of about 3,000 to a grassy expanse known as the 
Fairbanks Lawn, where attendees view the feature 
projected on the wall of the Cathedral Mausoleum.

“I can’t think of any other way of seeing a movie 
anymore,” said veteran attendee Ralph McQueen. “I 
just find it the perfect way to spend time with a forgot-
ten movie, with forgotten stars, under the stars.” 

The 2013 series kicked off May 11 with the 1949 
film noir classic “The Third Man.” Among the future 
offerings this summer are “Pulp Fiction,” “The Man 
Who Knew Too Much” and “Badlands.” 

Cinespia is known for screening films throughout 
Los Angeles at various historical locations, including 
some of the grand old theaters downtown, but Hol-
lywood Forever is its most popular series.

Some installments in the series feature a host who E
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